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Aquinas to Aiistotle and beyond, that had a very different view tjf morality. 
In that tradition-in which, as we shall explore in the next chapter, there 
has been a recent revival of philosophical interest-morality was I conceived 
as pre-eminently an area for rational discourse; and ethics as a motal science. 

I 
There is no perceived unbridgeable gap between facts and values; values are 
rather con.ceived as. the precepts, practices, and dispositions of c~aracter we 
need to nurture if we are to flourish as human beings. I 

:But is that Aristotelian tradition any longer available to us in t~e twenty
first centmy? The sceptics' arguments may founder, but we h\i.ve yet to 
show that morality can be rationally grounded: Is it possible toj provide a 
· rationaljustification for morality that will guide not just our privite but our 
public lives? To this key challenge of moral philosophy we nowi tum. 
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THREE 
Virtues and Consequences 

It is not a trivial question: what we are talking about is how one should live 
one's life. 

Plato, Republic 352d 

Introduction 

Ill posing the question how one should live one's life, Socrates was not 
asking how one ought to live in a special moral sense of' ought'. For there 
was no such concept of moral obligation in Greek culture. The demand was 
rather for guidance on what it is necessary to do in order to achieve eudaemo
nia, to have a fulfilled life, to flourish as a human being. The surp1ising answer 
that Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle gave to this question was that it was 
necessaiy to be moral, to practise virtue. 

This answer is surprising to the modem ear for two reasons. First, the Greek 
word we have translated as a 'fulfilled' or 'flourishing life'-eudaemonia-is 
often translated as 'happiness', which, in modem parlance, means not just a 
satisfying life but also carries with it implications of pleasant sensations and 
e},..'Periences. It may seem odd, indeed, to suppose that morality would 
represent a good strategy to achieve happiness in that sense.1 We think rather 
of falling in love or winning the lottery as being keys to such happiness. 
Second, while morality may perhaps be a more plausible candidate to con
tribute to a fulfilled life, even that claim would seem open to challenge. For, 
as we explored in the previous chapter, we have been taught by modem 
philosophy that there is a sharp dichotomy between facts and values. There is 
thus no reason to expect any consonance between what morality requires and 
our natural desires; no reason why morality should conduce to a flourishing 
life. 
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But, however surprising their answer may be, the Greek philosophers 
I 

believed that morality was necessary for a fulfilled life and that this provided 
us with a reason to act morally. The challenge I wish to addiess in this 

I 
chapter is whether in the twenty-first century it is possible toi provide a 

I 

rational justification for morality as a guide to our public and priv~te actions. 
i 

Consequentialism 

. i 
One modern attempt to make morality a rational activity is utilitarianism, 

! 
the best-known variant of the form of ethical reasoning kllowr). as conse-

quentialism. The nineteenth-century reformers Jeremy Benthai~ and John 
Stuart Mill rejected what they perceived to be the prevailing Victprian view 
of morality as a system of unquestionable moral principles and mscrutable 

I 
·fiats. Instead, they sought to provide a rational framework for 1

, discussing 
moral issues by arguing that what counted as a right action ishould be 
determined by reference to its consequences and, in particular, to its 

. I 

contribution to the promotion of human happiness. Since its foundation 
in the nineteenth century, the populaii.ty of utilitarianism has ~axed and 

. I 

waned. But, even dmi.ng its relative decline in the twentieth century, it has 
I 

remained an honourable exception to the general trend of philosophy in 
that century to seek to restrict morality to the private sphere. Fbr utilitar-

1 

ianism has always been intensely concerned with morality in th~ public, as 
well as private, realms. \ 

Utilitaii.anism offers a way to make morality a rational activityiby assign-
. . • I 

ing a clear role to reason. This is to calculate the consequences of ~ctions and 
. I 

determine among the various outcomes which are most likely t0 promote 
. . I 

huinan happiness. Utilitarianism has had a proud record as an age~t of social 
refom1, providing an effective practical guide in public policy-making. 
Stai.ting with Bentham's zeal to reform the eighteenth- and $eteenth
c~ntury legal system, many of the great social reform movements of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries were guided by conse~uentialist 
reasoning. · \ 

So, for exainple, in the UK such reasoning underpinned the deat sweep 
' . I 

of reforms to the criminal law introduced during the 1960s. s~\icide was 
dec1i.minalized because more harm than good was achieved by ~eating as 
cririnal an act that harmed no one but the agent (1961). Capit~ punish
ment was abolished because no one could satisfactorily shovy that the 
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evident harm caused was outweighed by the beneficent deterrent effect, 
which could be achieved just as readily by imprisonment (1965). Homo
sexuality was legalized between consenting adults because such behaviour, 
however distasteful to some, had no harmful consequences (July 1967). 
Finally, abortion was legalized where the harmful consequences of pro
ceeding with the pregnancy outweighed the disadvantages of its temun

ation, whether through the risk to the physical or mental health of the 
mother, or because of the ii.sk that the child, if born, would be seriously 
handicapped (October 1967). Consequentialism's promotion of social 
reform has c:ontinued into the twenty-first centmy, with the prominent 1 

British social reformer Lord Layard em.ploying unasharn.edly utilitarian 
arguments to justify the case for better treatrn.ent for those suffering from 

mental health problems. A rallying c1y of his successful campaign was 
'Bully for Bentham' .2 

Despite its proud record of social reform, consequentialism has been 
under sustained attack ·in recent years from both deontologists/moral abso
lutists, who hold that fundamental to morality are absolute n1oral rules; and 
from the recently revived school of virtue ethics, for whom virtues are the 
key to moral behaviour. In the face of such attacks, consequentialists have 
tended to bunker down, give no quarter and fight off all intruders. 3 In tum, 

the deontologists and virtue ethicists have heaped further conturn.ely upon 
consequentialism, a doctrine they regard as not just profoundly erroneous 
but pernicious. Indeed, since Elizabeth Anscombe first introduced the term 
'consequentialism' in her scathing critique of modern moral philosophy, it 
has.become almost a term of abuse.4 For Ans~ombe, consequentialism was 

necessarily 'a shallow philosophy'.5 Peter Geach roundly declared that 

consequentialist calculations-which he argued could lead to an endless 
chain of consequences-were 'absurd': 'I therefore reject consequentialism i 

root and branch'. 6 John Finnis sinlllarly described consequentialist calcula
tions as 'senseless', since they require us to compare goods that are, in his 

. . bl 7 view, incornn1ensura e. 
An unbridgeable gulf has thus appeared to open up between consequen

tialists, on the one hand, and deontologists and virtue etlucists, on the other, 

with each side slinging insults at the other and neither appearing willing to 
amend his or her position to accommodate the arguments of an opponent. 

In this chapter I propose to argue that there is no such unbridgeable gap 
and that the consequentialist, the virtue ethicist, and the deontologist can 
each learn from the other. Far from rejecting all the arguments of his 
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opponents, the consequentialist should be prepared to revise and amend his 

I 

doc::trine to accommodate the genuine concerns of his opponents; and that, 
if he does so, it may be possible to end up with a form of moral teasoning 
that can draw strength from all the traditions. I shall call this\ 'virtuous 
consequentialism'. · 

To detennine whether such an accommodation is possible we \need first 
to consider some of the-main objections levelled against consequ~ntialism. 

! 

Objections to consequentialism 
I 

I 
Consequentialism is sometimes presented with such all-embracing object-
ives that its ve1y ambition can seem overweening. Bentham's initi~ popular 
injunction was that we should pursue 'the greatest happiness of th;e greatest 
nuniber'. He subsequently modified this to the more judicious formulation 

I 

'the greatest happiness of all those whose interest is in question], making 
clear that his.· concern was with the greatest total sum of happin~ss. 8 But, 
even so, it still sounds an ambitious target, suggesting, as Geach cokplained, 
a grandiose calculation of endless causal chains that may appeaj: beyond 
human capacity .. Bentham· also thought happiness could be. re'.duced to 

I 
pleasure, which is .unduly t'estrictive, since we pursue many other ends 

I 

than pleasure. i 
Utilitarians sometimes speak as if the principle of utility provid~d a guide 

I 

to all our actions, a panacea for reaching any decision on any su9ject. But 
that seems. an implausible claim. A man who proposed to his girlfuend on 

I 

the grounds that their marriage would, on balance, increase overjill happi-
ness would be lucky to get away with a slapped face! Utilitarian clJculation 
is hardly appropriate to explain love or friendship. : · 

I 

If consequentialism is not to fall at the first hurdle, we need to J?e careful 
to• avoid expressing it in over-ambitious terms. Consequentialism can, 

I 

however, be reformulated in a more modest way. This would be to offer 
I 

advice to those pondering what is the right thing to do: that th~y should 
choose that course of action the consequences of which are judged likely to 

I 

contribute. more . to the. welfare or reduction of .suffering of tho~e whose 
interests. are involved than those of the available alternatives. ! 

.. Such a more modest formulation of the principle helps addres$ Geach's 
complain.t that consequentialist reasoning inevitably involves endl~ss chains 
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of consequencc;:s. For in this more modest fonnulation there is no reason 
why it should do so. We can and do apply sensible cut-off points to avoid 
such pitfalls, restricting the consequences to be considered to those that are 
reasonably foreseeable. Finnis's complaint about the incommensurability 
ofvalues can also be challenged. For, in our eve1yday practical reasoning, of 
which moral reasoning is but part, we frequently and successfully weigh up 
and evaluate the different consequences of our actions and, in doing so, 
necessarily rank and choose between our values. If we could not do this, it is 
difficult to see how we could ever come to practical conclusions about what 
we should do, even in· such mundane matters as choosing to visit a sick 
relative in hospital rather than going to the cinema. Still less could we reach 
decisions of greater moment, such as choosing to evacuate a football stadium 
to protect the spectators from a tenorist bom.b, even though this intenupted 
the skilled performance on the pitch. 9 A list of incommensurable values 
would also offer little guidance to the policy-maker. For it is frequently 

necessary to rank values in the complex fornmlation of public policy-for 
exan:iple, in detennining the allocation of scarce resources between com
peting demands. The task is often difficult, even daunting, but it is not 

impossible. 
Let us now consider some of the criticisms that present more fundamental 

challenges. 
First, the deontologists complain that consequentialism belittles and 

ignores the moral rules and principles that they believe are fundamental to 
morality, rules that, in their view, are absolute and admit of no exception. 

Geach explains: 

And legalism will further hold that if in working out the description of an 
action we reach certain descriptions, e.g. that it is an act of blasphemy, or 
killing the innocent, or perversion of just judgment, or pe1jury, or adultery; 
then we need consider no further: this is already the cut-off point and the act is 
ruled out.10 

An act that is forbidden by one of the 'bedrock' rules of morality is forbidden, 
regardless of its consequences. 11 Indeed, in such cases it is inappropriate to 
have any further regard to the consequences. The consequentialist who insists 
that consequences should always be taken into account is led to propound 
iml?lausible and counter-intuitive moral judgements, including the licensed 

killing of the innocent. 
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I shall consider the claims of moral absolutism in more detail in ~hapter 5. 

But at this stage it is important to note that there are strengths atld weak-

nesses on each side of this debate. j 

The consequentialist is right to point to the way moral princ~ples can 
conflict and that there may, on occasion, be cases where sticking toi the rules 
may bring about very much greater hann than breaching them find that, 
when that happens, it would be rational to break. the rule. An eiample is 
that of a householder sheltering Anne Frank and her family in her attic. 
A Nazi storm trooper knocks on the door and enquires if there .1any Jews 

I 

inside. Most would agree that in such circumstances it would be p~rmissible · 

tb lie in order to save many lives. i 
The consequentialist is also right to note that our moral lives ~-e more 

complex· than the deontologist assumes and that many crucial m~ral deci
sions may not be covered by moral rules. Examples might be the c~oice of a 
career or how to spend an inheritance; or, in the public sphere, what social 
or environmental policy to adopt. A decision whether or not to ~o to war 
would also fall into this class. For, although there are principles to gmde and 

structure our reasoning about warfare, issues of such moment aj:e hardly 
likely to be decidable by simple application of a rule, without a gre~t deal of 
finther profound deliberation. I 

The consequentialist is, however, wrong to suggest that moral principles 
are, as Sniart describes them, mere 'rules of thumb' to be discard~d when
ever our calculations show there might be even a slight balance of aidvantage 
in doing so. 12 The rule utilitarian may face difficulties, as does the deontolo-

1 

gist, because of his failure to offer guidance when rules conflict or no rules 
apply. But he is right to object to such downgrading of the impo~tance of 
moral principles. This grossly oversimplifies the complexity and diljficulty of 
moral decision-making. Moral principles incorporate the accumu'.tated ex

perience and wisdom of ages. An agent, faced with a difficult ethical 
! 

dilemma, unsure how to act and with little time to calculate cons~quences, 

may sorely need the guidance of moral principles, whose wisdom ~e would 
. . . . I 

ht= ill advised. to ignore. There is a very strong presumption in favtjur of the 

rUles, any breach of which is likely to cause hann. Any breach would require 
., . . . . ' I 
the most profound justification and be sanctioned only in extremis if there is 

. ' 
clear evidence that very much greater hann would thereby be !1avoided. 
Moral principles play a key r~le in guiding our decision-makfng. The 
consequentialist should accord great importance to moral principles. The 
first adjustment to consequentialism is that it needs to be principled conseqdentialism. 
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The next charge against consequentialism is that it offers an outsider's 
view of ethics. All that matters are the consequences of actions, and no 
special status or role is accorded the agent. This can lead to absurd conclu
sions. One such is Smart's suggestion that, in a universe consisting of only 
one sentient being who falsely believes there are others undergoing exquis
ite torment, it would be preferable that he should take delight in their 
sufferings rather than so1Tow over them. For, as Smart says: 'After all, he is 
happy, and since there is no other sentient being what harm can he do?' 13 

The answer is the hann that the deluded sadist does to himself which Smart 
can only ignore because he neglects the key role of the agent and the 
importance we accord to the interior quality of the action, as well as its 
external effects. 

This is well illustrated by Peter Strawson's example: 

If someone treads on my hand accidentally, while trying to help me, the pain 
may be no less acute than if he treads on it in contemptuous disregard of my 
existence or with a malevolent wish to injure me. But I shall generally feel in 
the second case a kind and degree of resentment that I should not feel in the 
first. 14 

In assessing the moral qualities of an action, it is not just the external 
consequences that count. The mental states of the agent are also crucial. For, 
as human beings-as intentional agents-we are concerned not just with 
what happens to us. It matters intensely to us how others view us, what 
beliefs, feelings, and intentions they have towards us. It equally matters to 
others what are our mental states towards them. Acts with the same effects 

(a crushed hand) can be judged differently depending on the mental states of 
the agent. An act with good effects may not be judged good if undertaken 
with a wrong intention. A prince who invades his neighbour's tenitory and, 
in so doing, overthrows a brutal and oppressive regime is not deemed to 
have acted justly, despite the beneficial outcome, if his motive was not to 

liberate the people but to seize control of his neighbour's gold mines. 

In detennining the moral quality of an act we need to attend not just to its 
effects but to the role and status of the agent. Any balanced ethical judgement 
needs to address both the internal and external aspects of action: the mental states of 
the agent and the consequences of his agency. 

The next charge against consequentialism is that it misdescribes and 
oversimplifies the nature of moral reasoning. 
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For the consequentialist, the act of moral reasoning is construed as if it 
were a simple calculation of consequences, with the course of acti~n to be 
chosen that whose consequences are more beneficial than thosd of the 

I 
alternatives~ But this makes moral choice appear simpler than it is. ~t hardly 
cotTesponds to the bewildering complexity and shee:r difficulty of o~r moral 

I 

life. It is ve1y hard to be good. The difficulties we face are notjustf-as the 
consequentialist would concede-in the complexity or uncertaint!Y of the 
calculation • of consequences. Our moral mistakes ·may be mul~arious. 
Consequentialism, just like deontology, makes the decision procds appear 

I 
too easy. ' 

. I 
Modem man, without any schooling or training in moral coi:tduct, is 

supposed to be able to confront the most complex and challengi~g moral 
dilemmas and behave cotTectly. He is able instantly to discern the right thing 
to do, whether, for the deontologist, by seeing which moral pritlciple to 
apply; or, for the consequentialist, by undertaking a rapid, yet 4ccurate, 
.calculation of consequences. If only it were so easy! In reality, our moral life 
is more demanding. Consider three examples. ! 

I 

In a recent court martial case in 2007 eight US marines were charged with 
murdering Iraqi civilians in Haditha, a city in the western Iraqi province 
of Al Anbar. 15 This followed an incident on 19 November 20~5 when 

' 
. twenty-four Iraqis, including women and children, were killed, i after an 
attack by tetT01ists with an improvised explosive device that killed a US 
• . . I 

Maiine Lance Corporal and wounded two other Maiines. Quite what 
happened in i:his case has not yet been fully established: But it waS alleged 

I. 

dming the court martial that the soldiers had gone on a rampag~ seeking 
revenge. on those they held responsible for the murder of a ~ell-liked 
comrade. Rage and anger at their comrade's death were a majo~ motive 
for their actions. Anger may often be an important motive on the b~ttlefield. 

Just so, three millennia earlier, the rage of Achilles at the death of his 
i 

comrade Patroclus impelled his return to the battlefield and mass ~laughter 
of Trojans, including the slaying and profane mutilation of Hector's body. 

. The second example is in Afghanistan. A B1itish soldier spots i worn.an 
. . . I 

behaving suspiciously on the edge of a crowded marketplace. ~s she an 
inriocent shopper or a Taliban suicide bomber? He has seconds tb decide 

. . ·' 
whether or not to shoot, with the lives of many innocents han~g on the 
outcome of his deliberation. ! 

I 

The third example is of a happily married senior executive wlfo drinks 
too much at a Christmas office party and ends up in bed with an ~ttractive 
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junior trainee. Inflamed by alcohol and lust, he gave no thought at the time 
to the ethics ofhis conduct, although next morning regrets bitterly what he 
has done. 

. What these examples underline is that moral decisions do not always-or 
even usually-present themselves to us neatly labelled as such. Recognizing 
that our choices may have ethical implications may be a crucial first step to 
making the right moral judgement. The angry soldiers in the first exainple 
may not have .appreciated in the heat of the moment the full moral signifi
cance of what they were doing. Fuelled by rage at their comrade's death, 
they acted. without thinking, attacking with the frenzy of berserk Norse 
warn ors. 

These examples also show the importance of the emotions we feel; and 
that what passions we feel and how we have been taught to control them 
may contribute crucially to the quality of the moral judgements we make. 
They show how unlikely it would be that we would make the iight choice 
if we had to make complex calculations of consequences on each and every 
occasion. Indeed, the second example shows how critical moral decisions 

may need to be taken in seconds, with no time for complex calculation of 
consequences. The final exainple shows the importance to our moral life of 
the habits of character we have acquired as a result of which we may 
succumb to or be able to resist the excesses of alcohol and of lust. A man 
practised in the virtue of temperance would know how to resist such 
. temptations. 

It was a fallacy of most twentieth-century ethical theories to suppose that 
a person confronts each moral dilemma as homo episodicus: fresh-eyed, 
empty-headed, a man with no past or future, only the present, untrained, 
and equipped with, at most, a powerful calculator. The prospects of such a 
person choosing the right course of action in the heat and passion of the 

moment and amid the many tempting paths to etTor would be remote 
indeed. 

We· need rather to recognize that we confront each moral dilemma as 
homo durabilis: a.man with a past and a future, whose present choices may, in 
part, be determined by those he made in the past, which helped make him 
the sort of person he is now, and which may also crucially affect how he acts 
in the future. Indeed, ifhe is to have any hope of choosing iightly, he will 
need all the help he can get and to have undergone a great deal of moral 
education and training, so that he confronts the difficult moment of choice 
with appropriate thoughts, feelings, and desires. 
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Virtues 

Considerations such as these have rightly reawakened interest in tjhe teach- -
ings of Atistotle, who underlined the importance of a sound mo~al educa
tion and training to help us acquire the appropriate states of charicter,--the 
approp1iate virtues-to enable us to make the right choice, unsWayed by 
passion or emotion, when faced with difficult moral decisio~s. 16 The 

I 

vaiiety of virtues, ranging from self-regarding virtues, such as tejnperance 
and pmdence, to other-regarding virtues, such as generosity and Nstice, also 
reminds us, in a way that a uni-dimensional consequentialism can ~verlook, 

I 

of the richness of our moral life and the multiplicity of dispositions and skills 
that are needed if we are to make ethically co1Tect choices. [ 

These are important and profound insights that any adequate re~tatement 
ofconsequentialism would need to incorporate. Virtues are crucial tq our moral 
life. But the virtues on their own may not always provide all the guidance we 
require when we are faced with difficult ethical choices. We are:told that 
the 1ight thing to do is-depending on the circumstances-whate:Ver is just 

I 
or courageous or temperate (or whatever other virtue might apply). Ifwe 

I 
ask how we are to discern such actions, we are told they are what a just or 
courageous or temperate person would do. So how do we find: a just or 
courageous or temperate person to guide us? If we .are told it is i whoever 
performs just or courageous or temperate actions, we seem to have! been led 
around in a circle. \ 

The circle is not as unhelpful as it may appear, since virtue terms are 
'thick' ethical concepts that desc1ibe particular ways of behaving kd so do 
provide guidance. A Greek soldier, who broke the line in battl~iand .fled, 

knew well that his action was not what a courageous man would d~. But, as 
I 

we shall -explore further in Chapter 6, we may be faced with situations 
I 

where we are not sure what virtue is required; or where the virtues appear 
to conflict and point in different directions; or where none of the e~tablished 

I 

virtues provides clear guidance. How do we then decide wh4t to do? 
Aristotle recognized the difficult choices with which we could i be faced 

and counselled that the man of virtue would then need to exercis~ practical 
wisdom to determine the right thing to do. He defines practical :Wisdom as 
'correct deliberation about what serves an end' 17 and 'the abilityi to reach 

· · I 1s sound. conclusions about ... what conduces to the good life as a whole'. 
I 
i 
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So, to help determine the right thing to do in situations of moral 
perplexity, we may, according to Aristotle, need to reflect on how our 
actions will conduce to human flourishing. This, in tum, will require 
attending not just to the nature of the action but also to its consequences. 
Virtue ethics may thus need help from consequentialism, just as consequen
tialism does from virtue ethics. But, even if consequentialism is amended 
and supplemented in the ways we have suggested, are we yet in a position to 
answer the question that we posed at the outset of this chapter: Why should 
I be moral? Why should I act justly? 

Why should I be just? 

This question has perplexed philosophers alm.ost since philosophy began. 
This was the challenge thrown down by Thrasymachus in book r of Plato's 
Republic and taken up by Glaucon and Adeimantus at the start of book 2. 

The Republic was Plato's attempt to answer the challenge. 
The question 'why should I be just?' has been central to philosophy for 

over two thousand years. But, for most of the twentieth century, as we 
explored in the previous chapter, most philosophers declined to answer it. 
They declined to do so for a va1iety of reasons, of which the most challeng
ing is that the question, while important, is just too difficult to answer. This 
was the view, widely shared by other philosophers, expressed by Bernard 
Williams: 'The project of giving to ethical life an objective and detemlinate 
grounding in considerations about human nature is not in my view very 
lik I d ,19 e y to succee . 

There was also a concern expressed by deontologists and some virtue 
ethicists that tl1e question was inappropriate. We should do what is 1ight 
because it is right, for its own sake, not for some other reason. We should 
not seek to ask why we should be moral. To do so is to misunderstand the 
nature of morality. As Archbishop Whately ofDublin put it: 'Honesty is the 
best policy; but he who is governed by that maxim is not an honest man.'20 

So the question that Plato placed at the centre of philosophy was for 
different and, sometimes, conflicting reasonsjudged to be unanswerable. A 
key area of human life,--morality-becomes an irrational activity for which 
no reasons can be given. Do we have to accept this gloomy conclusion? 

The claim of the deontologist or virtue ethicist that we should do what is 
right for its own sake embodies an important insight into the nature of moral 
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i 
motivation. But that insight needs to be tempered to avoid the implication 

·that our objective is only to enhance our own moral integrity rat~er than 

concern for others. The insight would also not necessarily precludei seeking 
a deeper grounding for morality. After all, Aristotle-who is often! cited in 
support of this view and who certainly stressed .that virtue needs to be 
pursued for its own sake21-also maintained that virtuous conduct consti
tuted the good for man, essential to our :8.omishing as human beings.22 

I 

A brave soldier displays courage in the heat of battle because th~t is the 
honourable thing to do and does not seek for further reasons.23 Biit, if the 

I 
path of vi1tue is unclear, if moral rnles confuct, or if the man of

1
virtue is 

asked to explain why he has chosen a life of virtue, then a deeper! explan
ation ofhow such actions contribute to human welfare may still be in order. 

I 

There is no necessaiy inconsistency in both recognizing the special ~ature of 
moral motivation and seeking a rational justification for morality. 1 

Even if there is no such inconsistency, we still face the object~on from 

those who accept that the question is appropriate and important bu~ think it 

is just not possible to answer it. So is it possible to explain why we s~ould be 
. ? I JUSt. I 

One answer is that acting morally is in our own interest, if nbt in the 
innnediate, short term, then at least in our longer-term, enlighte~ed self
interest. The advantage of this appeal to self-interest is that it is a mptivation 

that eve1yone can safely be assumed to have. This justification does· not 

depend on the contingency of altruistic feelings that may or m<ljy not be 
I 

present. . 
This is the argument that Glaucon eloquently expounded ih Plato's 

I 
Rry~& ' 

Our natural instinct is to inflict wrong or injury and to avoid suffering it, but 
the disadvantages of suffering it exceed the advantages of inflicting itl after a 
taste of both, therefore, men decide that, as they can't have the h~'pence 
without the kicks, they had better make a compact with each other and avoid 
both. They accordingly proceed to make laws and mutual agreeme~ts, and 
what the law lays down they cali law:ful and right. This is the origin and nature 
f . . 24 ! 

o JUstJ.ce. . ! 
i 

To achieve the greater benefit of never being harmed by others,;we forgo 

the lesser benefit of sometimes harming them. We may be tempt~d to steal 

others' goods, but we do not want our own property stolen. So vye abstain 

from theft to assure the security of our own property. This ex~hange is 
I . . 
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necessary, because we are approximate equals in power. If we were not 

equals-or if we were equipped with magical powers, like Gyges with his 

magical bezel ring by turning which he could make himself invisible-we 
could get away with harming others with impunity and so would have less 
reason to accept the constraints of morality. Men are, however, by and large 
and for the most part, as Aristotle would say, approximate equals, and so 
they have reason to act morally. We can thus provide grounds for acting 
justly. 

Since Glaucon first expounded the theory that morality is founded on 
mutual advantage, it has attracted many supporters.25 The agreement un

derlying morality may be regarded as infonnal or, as with the social-contract 
theorists, it may be treated as a more formal, if still idealized, agreement. 

A distinguished modern exponent of the social contract was John Rawls, 
who sought to show that his principles of justice as faimess would be the 
rational choice for detennining the dist1ibution of social goods within 

society of men in a state of nature, unaware of the position each would 
occupy in society, and acting only to further their own interest.26 

The clain1. that moral rnles work to our mutual advantage has substance. 
It works well with self-regarding virtues, such as temperance. Moderation 
in satisfying her physical appetites can be readily judged to conduce to the 

well-being of an agent who practises it. It also seems not unreasonable to 

suppose that some of the most basic moral constraints, such as the prohib

itions on murder, theft, and rape, are mutually advantageous. But there are 
three fundamental problems with this approach. 

First, while the approach works up to a point, it soon rnns out of 
explanato1y power. For it fails to explain all our moral actions, including, 
crncially, those that are held up as models of moral behaviour. One such 

paragon is the Good Samaritan, who went to the aid of the stricken stranger 
on the road to Je1icho. Of the Good Samaritan, we are told: 'when he saw 

him, he was moved to pity.'
27 

He acted from compassion for the stranger, 
not because he calculated that it would be in his interest to offer aid. Still less 

is it apparent how parents who, at great personal cost, devote their lives to 

caring for a severely disabled child-for example, a child afflicted with 
cerebral palsy-can deem that their action will be to their advantage. 

Second, social-contract theorists face notorious difficulties in explaining how 

moral rules adopted to constrain behaviour within a society can be extended 
to cover behaviour between societies and so be extended internationally. 28 

The assumption on which such theories are based of an approximate 
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I, 

equality of powers seems difficult to apply in an international ar~na where 
I 

superpowers jostle uneasily with powerless microstates. : 
Moreover, underlying both these doubts is the concern that jwe noted 

earlier of Archbishop Whately that the notion that morality pa)fs, even if 
tme, does not capture the motivation that we feel appropriate for moral 

I 
• I action. 

1 

Should we then jettison altogether the idea that acting morally: can be to 
our mutual advantage? That would be mistaken. The insight is v4d as far as 
it goes. But it does not go far enough. What else then do we ne~d? 

One option would be simply to add to our assumption that a person acts 
from self-interest, the recognition th~t she can sometimes, as a sontingent 
fact, also act altmistically. Such was the view that Philippa Foo~ once put 
fo1ward, famously observing that 'the people of Leningrad were pot stmck 
by the thought that only the contingent fact that other citizens s4ared their 
loyalty and devotion to the city stood between them and the: Germans 
during the tenible years of the siege'. 29 Her observation on the o/iotives of 
the brave denizens of Leningrad is well made. But the mere addi~ion of the 
contingent possibility of altmism to a human's presumed selfish e

1

goism still 
I 

seems to furnish too :fragile a basis for morality. I 
What we need rather to do is question the assumed nature of a human 

being on which all these arguments are based. Since the Enlighteo/iJ.ent, the 
par_adigm that we have unquestioningly adopted is that a human ~s, au fond, 

an isolated, atomistic individual each selfishly pursuing his 0~1 her own 
I 

interest. If such is human nature, then the only grounding foF morality 
might, indeed, appear to be a kind of reciprocal tit-for-tat, like the mutual 

grooming for fleas of chimpanzees.30 If man is pictured as sue~ a selfish 
egoist, then we have already conceded too much to Thrasymachus, so that 
his challenge may, indeed, be unanswerable. But that paradigm: is not the 
only one available and would seem based on a partial and flaw~d view of 
human nature. As Alasdair Macintyre noted: 'What for the kindiof ancient 
and medieval moral enqui1y and practice which Thomism emb~odied was 
the exceptional condition of the deprived and isolated individdal became 
for modernity the condition of the human being as such.'31 An: older and 

I 

wiser view was that of Aristotle, for whom 'the human being is qy nature a 

political animal'. 32 Indeed, Aristotle countered: 'It is rather peculiar to tlllnk 
I 

of the happy person as a solitary person: for the human being\is a social 
creature and naturally disposed to live with others. '33 

; 
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Man is an animal that lives in a polis or community, an animal that 
flourishes in and through the life of a community. A being that lacks such 
communal concerns would not be human but, like the Cyclops, anthropo

morphic in form but subhuman and monstrous in nature. As Homer relates of 
the Cyclops: 'They have no assemblies that make decisions, nor do they have 
binding conventions. But they inhabit the summit oflofty mountains ... and 
they have no concern for one another.'34 

Humans, by contrast, live a communal life. That life, as Macintyre 
reminds us, begins with us as vulnerable, dependent babies and may end 
for us in decrepit senility once more reduced to dependent vulnerability. In 
between, others may have depended on us and to them we may have freely 
given our services in a complex web of relationships of uncalculated giving 
and receiving: uncalculated because 'what I am called upon to give may be 
disproportionate to what I have received and ... those to whom I am called 
upon to give may well be those from whom I have received nothing'.35 

If we are political animals, animals drawing life in and through a com
munity, and animals mutually dependent each upon the other, then what 
counts for us as human flomishing will be very different from that envisaged 
by the selfish ~egoist of the post-Enlightenment paradigm. Human flomish

ing would not be the passive enjoyment of pleasure or satisfaction of desires 
sometimes imagined by utilitarians. It would be rather the complex of 
actions and activities that go towards our living well together in commun
ities, where importance is accorded not just to the external effects of agency 
but to its internal qualities, to how we view and are viewed by those with 
whose lives ours are intertwined. Recognition of our communitarian nature 

also helps explain bow it may be rational for us to cede individual rights for 
the sake of t~e common good-for example, through redistributive income 
tax policies. For the rational egoist, by contrast, individual rights may always 
appear over-riding. 

Having shifted our paradigm of human nature, we can see more clearly 
how it may be possible to answer the question why I should be just. Moral 
constraints, reinforced by the precepts and practice of virtue, are essential to 
our flourishing together as humans. Indeed, for tis to flourish as humans is to 

live well in a community, with the good of others as important, if not more 
important, to us as our own good and, in an important sense, becoming our 
own good. The good of others may, equally as our own, furnish reasons for 
our action. In acting morally we may, as the social contract and other theo1ists 
supposed, be pursuing our own good. But that good is not conceived as a 
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natTowly egoistic good but is transformed into a good that also comprehends 

the good of others. I 
- This complex interplay of motives can be illustrated by family life, an 

example suggested by Herbert McCabe: 

Running a fan:rily cannot be done unless it is possible to rely on the jJ1stice of 
others and unless others can rely on your inclination to act justly-including 
faithfulness to vows to provide stability over time and over varying ~ircum
stances essential to raising a fan:rily. A fan:rily will tend to fall apart if'ipeople 

. involved are sin1ply at the mercy of their passion, acting upon every i,passing 
sexual attraction-if they lack the virtue of temperance, the project of~ family 

is doomed. Courage is required in adversity ... and, above all, there is r~quired 
the moral/intellectual virtue of good sense, knowing what to do in qrder to 
realise the goods of fan:rily life in these particular circumstances.

36 
_ i 

i 
i 

The virtues are needed for the successful management of a fatnily. Acting 
virtuously within a family is mutually advantageous. But that is on1y part of 
the answer. For it does not explain the unconditional love that ~ mother 
may _give to her child, even a child who is severely disabled and ~ho may 
never be able to return the kindness. Family life illustrates the wayithe good I 

of others can become our own good, with moral rules and virtu<:1us action 
promoting both our own good and the good of others, with the dlstinction 

I 

between the two becoming increasingly difficult and artificial to d,raw. The 
consequences of agency to which we need to attend are not to beinarrowly 
consttued as in the post-Enlightenment model as those promotin~ our own 
self-interest. They need rather to reflect our communitarian natµre, with 
the goods of others furnishing reasons for acting quite as much as bur own. 

I 

So interpreted, the beneficial consequences of virtue may be as i:nuch for I 

others as for ourselves. ! 

This recognition ef our communitarian nature also provides the final cr~tcial bridge 
enabling virtue ethics and consequentialism to be reconciled. For one of t~e reasons 
virtue ethicists have been loath to acknowledge the key role that conse
quences play in our assessment of moral action is their concern thatj, if we act 
virtuously only because of the beneficial consequences to us-i-because 
morality pays-this subverts the true nature of morality. Such a vi~w reflects 

I 

an understanding of consequences based on the post-Enlightenn1ent para-
digm bf human agency, with consequences interpreted narrowly as those 
promoting our own self-interest. If we broaden our concept ~f human 
flourishing to reflect our communitarian nature, the good of others may 

. I 
furnish reasons for acting quite as much as our own. The virtue I ethicist is 
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right to reject the contention that morality pays. But, in rejecting such a 
view of morality, as too narrowly conceived, we should not conclude that 
all consequences should be ignored. Consequences are a key part of our 
moral assessment, but the consequences should reflect the good of others 
and not just our own. 

Responding to Thrasymachus' challenge 

So are we now in a position to respond to Thrasymachus' challenge and 
furnish reasons why he should behave justly? Acting morally is necessary for 
human flourishing, to enable us to live together well in communities. But 
could Thrasymachus not agree that virtues are necessa1y, in general, to the 
good life and yet still argue that, in his particular case, they were not needed? 
He could still add the profits of his injustice to the benefits he receives from 
others' justice. He could be like Bernard William's successful villain, 'who is 
horrible enough and not miserable at all but, by any ethological standard of 
the bright eye and the gleaming coat, dangerously flourishing'. 37 

But could he? It is important to note the extent ofThrasymachus' claim: 
He is not just arguing that there may be a particular individual case where 
acting unjustly may contribute better to his flourishing, a possibility we 
would concede. He is rather arguing that for him and others like him-the 
rich and powerful-a practice ofinjustice would contribute to his well-being 
more than that of justice. That is more difficult for him to justify. He might 
get away with lying and cheating on one occasion. But, if he makes a 
practice of this, it will 1-isk undermining his relationship with others in the 
community-family, foends, and others with whom his life is intertwined. 

He risks ending up an isolated, lonely individual. He may need reminding 
that man is not the solitary and independent egoist he may have assumed, 
that his good is bound up with the good of others. 

Aristotle cautions us to judge someone happy 'not just for any length of 
time but for his complete life' .38 That life, as we have seen, may include at 
the beginning and end, and at any time in between, pe1iods when we are 
dependent and vulnerable. Thrasymachus may flourish for a while, and may 
flomish in his bushy-tailed prime, but what happens to hini. when he is old 
and vulnerably dependent on others? What help can he expect from those 
with whom his relationship has been poisoned by his lying and cheating? If 
Aristotle is right that we are by nature 'political animals,' who live and 

L ----
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:flourish only in and through communities, it is less easy to suppose that 

Thrasymachus could :flourish-could live well in a community_J
1
and do so 

over a lifetime if he adopts such an egocentric practice ofinjusticr 
Moreover, since our characters are moulded and shaped by our ~ndividual 

acts, as are our relations with others from whom we may be divqrced by a 
single selfish act, Thrasyrnachus would be wise to pause before committing 

I 

even a single act of ii:tjustice. For it is through our individual acts that we 
I 

become the people we are. Ifhe becomes an unjust man, he risks\being cut 
off from ties of friendship and family. He riskS his life becoming s~bhuman, 
like that of a monstrous cave-dwelling Cyclops. : 

. I 

So perhaps the challenge set by Thrasyrnachus can be met. :we have 
reason to act justly because only thus will we be able to live well t?gether in 
communities, so fulfilling our social needs and nature. Morality l.s justified 

I 

because it furnishes the rules and guidelines we need to enable :us to live 

together well in communities and so :flourish as human beings. : 
Moral rules, including the precepts of virtue, are justified, by their 

beneficial consequences. But we do not normally need to deploy~ complex 
calculation of consequences to justify individual acts. Once it is cl~ar that an 

I 

act fills under a moral rule or virtuous precept, that may provide, sufficient 
justification for the action. The Good Samaritan acts from charify in direct 
response to the urgent needs of the stricken stranger. The brave spldier acts 

as he does once he sees what courage requires him to do. \ 
But the moral rules and requirements of virtue may not alway~ so clearly 

pom:t the way. Calculation of consequences at a more fundam~ntal level 
may still be required to determine the right thing to do on li.ndividual 

I 
occasions where it is uncertain whether and what rule or virtue: applies to 
the situation or where the virtues or principles may appear in conflict. 
When faced with such ethical dilemmas, as well as attending to th.e internal 

I 

quality of the action, we may need to calculate consequences to ~etermine 
which of the actions available to us would better promote welfare: or reduce 

I 

suffering. 
In so ''doing, the requirement to reduce suffering-to respon'd, for ex

ample, to the cries of the stricken stranger on the road to Jeritho-may 
often provide the more immediate and practical guidance. But ~e negative 
injunction to reduce suffe1ing does not always over-ride the positive. If that 
were so, we would be obliged always to give in to the demands! of a bully 
threatening violence in order to avoid suffering. A democracy illight then 

find it difficult to resist the claims -of a dictator. But, as we sh~ explore 
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in the next chapter, it may be pemiissible for a democracy to use force to 
defend its way oflife against the aggression of a dictator. A democracy is not 
always obliged to cede to a dictator's demands to avoid the suffering that 
warb1ings. 

The requirement to promote welfare or reduce suffering helps guide our 
actions when ethical conflicts or dilemmas aiise. But following this guidance 

does not necessarily yield easy or simple solutions. Drawing what support 
we can from moral principles and our virtuous training, we still need to 
apply careful practical judgement in determining the right thing to do. In so 
doing, we will- be exercising a virtue that itself needs to be acquired, 
practised, and internalized, the virtue of 'practical wisdom'. This is the 
virtue that Aristotle insists is needed to guide and inform all moral conduct. 
We shall consider this virtue further in Chapter 6, when we address in n1.ore 
detail the role that the virtues play in our moral lives. 

Moral rules and virtuous conduct are needed to enable us to live well 
together in communities. Morality is necessa1y for the good life. But it is 
not, as Stoic philosophers supposed, sufficient. There is room for our private 
choices and preferences over the kirid oflives that we lead, the occupations, 
pastimes, and pleasures we pursue. But, without the guidance and con
straints of morality, communal life becomes difficult, if not impossible. 

It is, moreover, a key feature of morality that it extends its claims 
progressively further out through ever-widening concentric circles of the 
communities to which we belong. We start our lives and first learn moral 
rules and virtuous behaviour within a fanllly. But the claims of morality 
soon extend outwards from the family to: a school, a village, a regiment, a 
town, our count1y, and so outwards to the international realm. We lea1n 
that morality governs our behaviour as individuals even towards distant 

strangers. Morality also governs the relations between the political commu
nities or states to which we belong. 

This extension of the claims of morality does not mean that we have 
exactly the same responsibilities eve1ywhere. The utilita1ian claim that each 
person counts for one and no one more than one is an oversimplification. 
This can lead to the 'blandly generalized benevolence' criticized by Alasdair 
Macintyre since it is directed towards an abstract Other rather than the 
particular others with whom we share common goods and participate in a 
network of relationships.39 A mother has particular responsibilities to her 

own children she does not have to others. A soldier feels a sense ofloyalty to 
the comrades whom he knows well in his own platoon or regiment that he 
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I 
I 
I 

I 
may not feel to others. It is not inappropriate for loyalty to be geogra;phically 
confined. The intense loyalty that a soldier feels towards his imfriediate 
comrades he could not feel towards people he has never met or knmrn. But, 
as we shall explore in Chapter 6, loyalty that becomes too rnmowly based 
and that, at the extreme, even encourages soldiers to break the law to cover. 

I 

up the crimes of their comrades turns a virtue into a vice. : 
A mother may have particular responsibilities to her own childten. But 

the obligation not to kill innocents applies equally to other children ~s to her 
I 

own. Such moral rules apply equally, everywhere. We also respond to 
urgent pleas for help, regardless of location or relationship. THe Good 
Samaritan went to the aid of a stricken stranger on the road to :Jericho, 
offering help to a neighbour whose status was defined by need ratP.er than 
physical proximity. A mother will rush to save her child that has fall~n down 

I 

a well. But she will equally respond to pleas for help from a child,: not her 
own, that has fallen down a well within her village. If travelling abiioad, she 
will respond tci the cries for help of~ unknown child, stuck in a "0-ell shaft 
in a distant land. For, as Aristotle judiciously noted: 'One may also: observe 
in one's travels to distant countries the feelings of recognition and affiliation 
that link every human being to every other human bemg.'40 

. 

Conclusion: Virtuous Consequentialism 

The gulf between virtue ethics and deontology, on the one h~d, and 
consequentialism, on the other, is not unb1idgeable in the way sdµietirnes 

supposed. Each party can, and needs to, learn from the other. It i~ only by 
doing so that we can furnish a convincing answer to the questj.on why 

should I be moral. It is a nlistake to stress just one aspect of our mbral lives, 
I 

to the neglect of others-whether these are rules, intentions, virtues, or 
consequences. Morality is a multidimensional activity. Both in appraising 

I 

the actions of others and in ourselves deciding how to act, we[ need to 
consider all these features. To account satisfactorily for the full cohiplexity 
and iichness of our moral lives, as well as to provide the guidance deeded to 

I 

respond•to the difficult ethical challenges we face, requires attencjing, and 
according proper weight, to all these aspects of our moral agency.I 

. I 

The approach of what I have called 'virtuous consequentialism! seeks to 
draw strength from each of these traditions. It is very different from 
consequentialism as traditionally conceived. It accords proper vyeight to 
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moral principles that enshrine the moral wisdom of our forebears and play a 
key role in guiding our actions. It recognizes the importance of both the 
internal quality and the external effects of moral agency, so eschewing an 
uncomfortable outsider's view of ethics. Above all, it seeks to learn from the 

teachings of Aristotle and Aquinas on the nature of man to help furnish a 
broader and more generous vision of what constitutes human flourishing 
and hence what consequences are to be attended to in making mor:al 
judgements. To live well is to live well together in a community, not as 
passive recipients of pleasure but as active contributors to the common 
welfare, where our flourishing depends not just on what happens to us 

but on what we do and how we view and are viewed by others, with whose 
lives· ours are intertwined. In that enlarged vision of human happiness, the 
good of others may furnish us reason for action as much as our own. 

Virtue ethics rightly stresses the range of skills that contribute to human 
flourishing and the importance of moral training and education: in those 
skills to help us address the difficult challenges of the moral life. If we are to 
stand any chance of acting rightly in the heat and passion of the moment, we 
need schooling in the virtues, so that we develop states of character that 
enable us to discern and to choose what is right, undeflected by passions or 
emotions. Virtues are crucial to our moral life. 

But consequences, while only a part, are still an important part of our 
moral evaluation. We justify the virtuous life because of its beneficial 
consequences. The moral rules and precepts of virtue are justified because 
they contribute to human welfare and the reduction of suffering. We may 

also need calculation of consequences-considering which action will bet

ter promote human wel£'lre or avoid suffering-to help us deternune the 
right thing to do where it is uncertain whether or what moral rules or 
virtues apply or where the rules or virtues may be in conflict. 

Virtuous consequentialism, accordingly, insists that the complexity and 

challenge of our moral lives can be properly addressed only if we give 
appropriate weight to all facets of moral agency: to both the internal qualities 

and eA.i:ernal consequences of our actions, as well as to the principles that 
guide those actions and the virtues needed to enact the p1inciples in our 
daily lives. 

Now that we have established a fran1.ework for evaluating our moral 
actions, the next challenge is to consider how this nught be applied to the 
central question with which this book is concerned-the morality of war. 
We shall first examine the body of teachings known as the just war tradition, 

--------------------------------i'-~---·-·---·----··------·-·· 
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